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1. Introduction 
 

1-1 Scope 

The purpose of this document is to describe how Mario is 
controlled in the game as implemented, as well as his behavior, 
characteristics, and traits. It is primarily focused on Mario’s core 
abilities, and does not cover features seen outside of the first 
three levels of World Tour mode. It is intended for new employees 
while undergoing the onboarding process, as well as an ongoing 
reference for current devs. 

1-2 Game Overview 

Super Mario Run™ is a 2.5D mobile game intended to bring the experience of console Mario 
games to mobile devices. The game features several iconic enemies and mechanics from previous 
Mario games while also iterating those mechanics to better serve the mobile platform. Rather 
than being controlled directly by the player, Mario instead runs to the right automatically, with 
the player able to tap the screen to jump and perform other context-sensitive actions. The game 
is exclusively played in portrait mode and is playable with one hand. 

1-3 Themes and Inspirations 

The game has a core theme of keeping up momentum, borrowing movement patterns from 
parkour and gymnastics. This blends well with Mario constantly running.  

In many ways, the game is a spiritual successor to the New Super Mario Bros. ™ series. Many 
assets have been brought over and scaled down, as well as many core moves such as the Wall 
Jump and Midair Spin. 

1-4 Iconography 

Icons are used in this document to help categorize moves. The key is as follows: 

 
Moves that are performed automatically. 

  Moves that are rewarded with extra points in Toad Rally (not covered in this document). 

  Moves that will defeat enemies. 

  Moves that help account for the player having less direct control over Mario’s movement. 

  Moves that bolster the game’s feeling of momentum. 
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2. Base Moveset 

2-1 Jump 

While Mario is running freely, the player can tap the 
screen to jump. 

 Utility   Can be used to avoid obstacles, cross gaps, 
defeat enemies (by landing on them), collect coins, hit 
blocks, and more.  

 Assets.  Mario raises his fist | Rising bouncy tone 

2-2 High Jump  

The player can hold down their finger to jump higher.  

 Utility   Levels are designed so that both low jumps and 
high jumps are useful (Figure 1). Neither are required at 
first, giving the player time to learn. 

 Assets.  Mario raises his fist | Rising bouncy tone 

 

 

2-3 Vaulting  

Mario automatically vaults over enemies and small obstacles.  

 Utility   Keeps up Mario’s momentum and follows to Vault Jump (3-1). 

 Assets.  One of four vaulting animations | Star effect | Mario exclaims  

 

2-4 Midair Spin 

If the player taps while in the air, Mario will spin and slow his descent. 

 Utility   Allows player to correct mistakes and follows to Spin Strike (3-2). 

 Assets.  Mario spins | Star effect | Bubbly tone 

 Notes.   Can be done more than once per jump. 

 

2-5 Midair Stall  

The player can drag left while Mario is in the air to slow him down. 

 Utility   Gives the player a tool to help counteract Mario’s automatic run; lets 
them slow down and correct for over-jumping. 

 Assets.. None 

 Notes.   Must hold finger down after drag (not just swipe). 
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3. Interacting with Enemies 

 

3-1 Vaulting Jump  
If Mario jumps while vaulting, he will do a flip. If he was vaulting over an 
enemy, the enemy will be defeated. 

 Utility   Because Mario is running automatically, jumping precisely onto 
enemies is difficult. This is a more streamlined method of defeating enemies. 

 Assets.. Flip or spin-kick animation | Star effect | Mario exclaims | Coin jingle if 
enemy squished 

 
 

3-2 Spin Strike  

Doing a Midair Spin near an enemy causes Mario to defeat it and jump off. 

 Utility   Forgives players who were likely trying to jump off the enemy but 
weren’t quite close enough yet. 

 Assets.. Double-spin animation | Star effect | Bubbly tone | Coin jingle 

 Notes.   Cannot be below the enemy. 

 

3-3 Stomp  and Consecutive Stomps  
Landing on an enemy will defeat it. Mario then jumps off and can land on 
another, and so on.  

 Utility   Base method of killing enemies in other Mario games. However, in this 
game constant running makes this difficult, so Stomp usually must be set up by 
designers. For example, Goombas are usually spaced so that a low jump will 
have Mario chain them (Figure 1). 

 Assets.. Normal jump (or double-spin if player taps on contact) | Star effect | 
Coin jingle | Jump sound if player taps | Spin sound if tap on contact 

 

3-4 Landing Roll  

Mario will break a long fall by rolling, defeating enemies as he goes. 

 Utility   The player can’t always react quickly to enemies after having fallen a 
great distance; this gives them some leeway.  

 Assets.. Rolling animation | Thump sound 

 Notes.   Also triggered after Pause Block (5-1), Forward Jump Block (5-2), and 
Edge Climb (4-5). 
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3-5 Rolling Jump  

If the player taps while in a Landing Roll, Mario will continue to roll as he jumps.  

 Utility   Useful for defeating flying enemies. 

 Assets.. Flip animation | Star effect | Jump and Spin sound | Mario exclaims 

 

3-6 Slope Slide  

If Mario falls onto a slope he will slide down it, taking out enemies in his path.  

 Utility   Can serve as a fun transition between two level segments. Mario can 
also jump out of this slide early to access alternate paths (Figure 2).  

 Assets.. Mario sits | Feet jiggle | Sliding sound 

 Notes.   If Mario runs onto the slope (instead of falling), he will not slide. 
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4. Interacting with Walls and Edges 

 
 

4-1 Wall Jump  

Tap while Mario is against a wall or sliding down it and he will jump off in the 
opposite direction.  

 Utility   Allows player to jump back to items and escape pits (figure 2). 

 Assets.  Rolled-up flip animation | Star effect | Mario exclaims | Jumping sound 
| Click sound 

 Notes.   If Mario wall jumps left and lands, he will turn himself back around. 

 

4-2 Consecutive Wall Jumps  
Chain together wall jumps to ascend vertical shafts.  

 Utility   Essentially gives the player a climbing ability, which allows for more 
vertical level design and alternate paths (figure 2). 

 Assets.. Rolled-up flip for first three jumps, then normal jump | Faces 
background when jumping right, faces camera when jumping left | Star effect | 
Mario exclaims | Jumping sound | Click sound 
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4-3 Jog in Place  
If Mario is on the ground and hits a wall, he jogs in place. 

 Utility   Allows the player to wait for a moment, either to take a breath or for a 
timed obstacle to pass. 

 Assets.. Mario jogs in place | Looks up (signals player to jump) | Pitter-patter sound 

 

4-4 Wall Slide  
If Mario hits a wall and the player does not tap, he will slowly slide down it. 

 Utility   Gives the player ample time to Wall Jump. 

 Assets.. Mario puts hand against wall | Smoke effect | Faces background on right 
wall, faces screen on left wall | Sliding sound 

 

4-5 Edge Grabbing  and Edge Climbing  
Mario will grab an edge if he doesn’t jump high enough to land on it. Once he grabs 
an edge, Mario will climb up it automatically and do a roll that defeats enemies.  

 Utility   Keeps up Mario’s momentum if the player doesn’t jump high enough. 

 Assets.. Grab animation | Pull up animation | Roll animation | Star effect  

| Mario exclaims on grab | Exclaims “Nya” on climb | Jump sound on climb 

 Notes.   Mario must be going right and there must be a wall beneath. Thus, this 
move does not reduce difficulty; the wall would have stopped him anyway. 

4-6 Climbing Jump  

If the player taps while Mario is grabbing or climbing up an edge, Mario will jump 
right and do a flip. 

 Utility   Allows the player to get up the ledge more quickly and keep up their 
momentum. 

 Assets.. Flip animation | Star effect | Mario exclaims | Jump sound 

 Notes.   If the player jumps within the first couple frames of grabbing the edge, 
Mario will instead perform a wall jump and go left (Figure 4). 
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5. Components that Affect Mario 

 

5-1 Pause Block  
Mario will stop running and stand on this block until the player taps. 

 Utility   The player can take a breath, scan the upcoming terrain, and continue 
when they are ready. It can also be used by level designers before timing-based 
obstacles such as Piranha Plants. 

 Assets.. Pause sprite | Forward arrow sprite | Timer pause effect |  Mario standing 
animation | Mario rolling animation | Ding sound  

 Notes.   The timer is also paused. Mario will roll (not jump) when he continues. 

5-2 Jump Forward Block  

Tapping while Mario is on this block will trigger a long jump and a roll upon landing. 

 Utility   Increases the feeling of momentum in contrast to the normal pace of the 
game. Since it leads into a roll, the player can do a rolling jump afterwards to defeat 
flying enemies. Thus, these two mechanics are often used together. 

 Assets.. Forward block sprite (yellow when Mario stands on it) | Reach forward 
animation while jumping | Roll animation on landing | Mario exclaims “Wahoo!” or 
“Ha ha!” | Jump sound 

5-3 Bubble  

If the player taps the bubble icon or dies, Mario will go into a bubble and travel 
backwards until the player taps the screen. They only get two bubbles per level. 

 Utility   Serves as a form of lives. Since the player can enter a bubble willingly, they 
can use it to go back and get an item they missed. However, since this does not 
pause the timer and uses a “life,” it becomes a risk-reward choice. 

 Assets.. Fist wave animation on hit | Bubble sprite | Mario sits and looks at camera 
in bubble | Bubble pop animation | Negative tone on hit or fall in pit | Bubble pop 
sound  
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5-4 Power-Up Mushroom 

Mario can collect it and be rewarded:  

 

 Utility   The game is given a fluctuation between higher and lower tension 
depending on if Mario is big or small. Depending on the terrain, grabbing the 
mushroom can be a risk-reward choice. 

 Assets.. Separate model and animations for Mario’s big form | Mario flashes as he 
switches forms | Mushroom sprite | Halo effect when it appears | Shine effect 
when it’s eaten | Rising tone on appear | Higher rising tone on eaten 

 Notes.   The Mushroom goes slower than Mario until he catches up, at which point 
it matches his speed. 

 

5-5 Power-Up Star  

Mario can collect it and be rewarded:  

 

 Utility   A treasure to find in the level; this power-up is usually hidden or difficult 
to get. Lets the player feel all-powerful for a short amount of time. 

 Assets.. Star sprite | Halo effect when it appears | Light particle effect | Mario 
dashing animation | Mario powered up effect | Rising tone when it appears | 
Upbeat music while powered up  

 Notes.   Moves identically to Mushroom, except it also bounces. 

 

 

 


